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CHAPTER ONE
3This chapter comprises:background of the study which focuses on the
greencard scheme, the way it has being perceived and implemented in
Denmark as a result of its rapid growing economy,that is occuring at th
national,regional and global level.
The statement of the problem deals with the reasons why Denmark
implemented the green card scheme in Denmark. Although much has being
written about the green card schemeits effects on globalisation,there still
exist some lapses in this country. These lapses in the greencard scheme are
either supported at the national or grassroot level.
The purpose of the study is to find out why Denmark implemented
the greencard scheme and the effects it has in Denmark and Cameroon.
Meanwhile,the research questions and hypotheses focuses on the general and
specific research questions. The general research question seeks to know
why Denmark implemented the green card scheme and the specific research
question reads thus:How has the implementation of the greencard scheme
effected Denmark and Cameroon?
The relevance of the study is to help us know the different types of
greencard schemes in our society and the world atlarge, as well as the effects
that it has in the globalisation processes.
Moreso, the chapter ends up with th limitations of the problem and
brief definition of some significant concepts like greencard
scheme,effects,lottery,modern-day, colonisation.
1.1 Background of the study
Introduction
The term ´´greencard’’ is always used and misused by different countries like
United States of America,people and other parts of the world and internationally or
globally.
In western societies like Denmark,the green card scheme has being
institutionalised,globalised. While the focal point of the green card in this highly
industrialised society is to create skilled job opportunities to highly educated and
professional people,irrespective of their tribe,race,country and origin.
Reason(s) for the Implementation of the Green Card Scheme in
Denmark
According to the Danish Agency for Labour Retention and International
Recruitment(2012), the purpose of  the green card scheme implementation is to grant
residence stay for the purpose of seeking job, as well as working in
4Denmark.(http://www.nyidanmark.dk/en-us/coming_to_dk/work/greencard-
scheme/greencard-scheme..).
The residence and the work permit of the green card scheme is granted based on
individual evaluation by the Danish Agency for Labour and Retention,based on the point
system. This point form system is created to assess the livelihood,likelihood that the
applicant may get qualified job(s) in Denmark irrespective of the town or city in
Denmark.
Moreover, having a resident permit under the greencard scheme,does not require
you to get a work permit because the residence stay based on the greencard scheme
permits you to work in Denmark, but does not permit you to be self-employed, that is, if
you have a residence permit under the greencard scheme,you can not run or operate your
own business as a means or way of being employed.
The Focus of the Project Report
This project report focuses on the relevant literature that some authors have
wriiten about greencard scheme,modernity,colonisation , in Denmark and Cameroon and
the implementation in the foregoing country.
Having a brief historical background of Denmark and Cameroon will help us
to understand their economy very well, as well as the countries itself. Thus, having a brief
lokk at these countries is of paramount importance.
Denmark
Find below the flag and the map of Denmark.
The Flag of Denmark
5The Map of Denmark
Denmark is a developed nation or country, whereas cameroon is a developing
country.Geographically, it is made up of the many islands in the Baltic sea:Sjælland,
Copenhagen site and Fyn,it also occupies the Jutland Peninsula and it is the smallest part
of the Scandinavian countries.
However, as of 2012,Denmark has a population of 5.543,453 with 0.24% as its
growth rate, 10.22/1000 as birth rate and 4.19/1000 for infant mortality rate as well as
78.78 for life expectancy.(www.infoplease.com/ipa/A0107460.html)
The monetatry unite of Denmark is Krone and the land area is 16,359sq mi,
42,370sq km. Thus,it has a total land area of about 16.639sq mi,43,094 sq km. As of
2009 estimate,Copenhagen is the capital, as well as the largest city with a population of
about 1,174,0000. .(www.infoplease.com/ipa/A0107460.html)
It is a constitutional monarchy and since 1972, Queen Magrethe II has being the
sovereign ruler. While Helle Thorning-Schmidt is the prime minister since 2011.
Historically, Denmark was known as Jutland around the the 8th century and as
of 10.000-1500 B.C.,its population changed from hunting,fishing  to that of
farming.Around the 9th-11th century,mariners who were with the vikings,norsemen
raided western europe and the British Isles.
The country became a christian nation through Saint Ansgar,Harald
Blaatand(Bluetooth) and by the 10th century,its first christian king. Sweyn who was
Harald’s son, did conquer England in 1013 and Canute the Great,who was Sweyn’s son
did rule from 1014-1035 and united Denmark,Norway,England. Untill the 17th
6century,was the southern part of Sweden and a civil war did separate the country during
Canute’s death, the Danish hegemony was set up in the northern part by Waldermar
arond the 1157 to 1182 century.
Denmark has being inhabited from prehistoric era and the Danish people are  a group
of homogenous Gothic-Germanic people,whose main language is Danish eventhough
English is needed in school courses with a high rate of fluency. southern Jutland
comprises of a small number of German-Speaking people, Greenland,Faroe Island
contain Nordic population, which has its own language.From the age of 7-16,education is
obligatory and liberal at the university level. At the end of the 19th century, relevant
social,labour market reforms were implemented and this serve as the foundation to the
present day welfare system or state(www.infoplease.com/ipa/A0107460.html).
Inaddition,its industrialised labour and market economy relys solely on the
importation of raw materials,international trade and it advocated the policy of liberal
trade in the European union. Globally, its standard of living is the highest and its citizens
give out 1% of its gross national product as foriegn aid to developing countries. By 2006,
0.8% of its gross national product were donated in the area of refugee,pre-asylum
cost,enviromental purposes,peace,stability abroad for development in the central,east
Europe,developing countries.
Moreso, it has an important trade services with the United States, and the greatest
share is from the Danish-controlled ships that are involved in container traffic into and
out of the United States of America. Denmark is an exporter of food,energy, with its main
exports being instruments,machines and food production and moreso,it is the United
States of America’s biggest non-European union business partner and about 6% is
Denmark’s merchandise trade. Some of the United States exports into Denmark include:
computers,instruments, aircraft and machinery meanwhile,that of Denmark
includes:chemical products,pharmaceutical products,industrialised machinery,pork, lego
plastic toys blocks,furnitures and windmills. Thus, in Denmark,there exist about 375
United States companies.( (www.infoplease.com/ipa/A0107460.html)
Denmark’s economy is really strong because since around the mid-1990’s only 3%
has being recorded as its economic growth rates and its unemployment rate is about 4%
with its public finance being in excess.
To conclude, the Danish citizens are happy and comfortable with their welfare
system because they all have access to the basic health care and do not need to worry
about poverty. About 23% of the working age population of  the Danes depend on
government transfer earnings and it is made up of about 800,000 people.
Cameroon
According to Fonjong,(2001:223-234),Cameroon is a developing country in
Africa and it is usually called ´´Africa in Miniature’’ because of its diversed physical
features like the climate(4),rich soils and its vast vegetation.
Cameroon is located in the western part of Africa and has different ethnic
groups,languages,cultures and religious associations or affiliations(Human diversities).
7Find below, the fag and the map of Cameroon
The Flag of Cameroon.
Cameroon is one of the central African states that is found at the Gulf of
Guinea, with Nigeria,Chad, the Republic of Congo, The Central African Republic,
Equatorial Guinea, Gabon etcs being its neigbouring countries as seen on the map
below.Along and around the coastal region is its high elevated feature called Mount
Cameroon which is about 13,350 feet and 4.069meters and the main rivers of Cameroon
is: the Benue,Nyong and Sanaga rivers etcs.(www.factmonster.com/ipka/A0107382.html)
Governmentally, a united republic was created from the East and Western part
of Cameroon in replacement of the former federal republic.This was done in 1972 after
the plebiscite. Since 1982 till date,Paul Biya has being its president and Yaounde being
its capital with a population of 1,739.000 as of 2009. Meanwhile, Douala is its largest
city and economic capital with a population of about 2,053,000 and its monetary unit is
CFA Franc and its national name being the Republic of Cameroon.
(www.factmonster.com/ipka/A0107382.html).
8The Map of Cameroon
Cameroon has a population of about 20,129,878, with growing rate of about
2.08 %, infant mortality rate at about 59.7/1000,life expectancy rate of about 54.71%,
birth rate of about 32.49/1000 and a density of 39 per square kilometer, as of the 2012
population  density estimate. (www.factmonster.com/ipka/A0107382.html).
Furthermore, it has a land surface area of  181,251 square millimeter (469,440
square kilometer) and a total surface area of about 183,567 square millimeter(475,440
square kilometer).The official languages of the Country is French and English and it has
morethan 24 major African language groups.There are different ethnicities or race in
Cameroon and these ethnicity includes the following: Cameroon Highlanders-
31%,Equatorial Bantu-19%, Kirdi-11%, Fulani-10%, North West Bantu-8%, Eastern
Nigritic-7% and other African-13% as well as Non-African-1%(less than 1%).
However, it is a chriatian nation. Its indigenous beliefs is 40% while
christianity is 40% and Islam is the least with 20%. As of 2011,it was estimated that its
literacy rate was 75.9%.(www.factmonster.com/ipka/A0107382.html)
Economically, about 47.12 billion United States dollars,per capital 2.300
U.S.dollars were recorded in 2011 as its gross domestic product and with the following
percentages in the various sectors:
9-Real growing or growth rate is 3.8%
-Unemployment rate-30%
-Arable Land sector-13%
-Inflation rate-3.4%
-Agriculture-70%
-Commerce,Industry-13%
-Others-17%. Agriculture is its main source of income and it has agricultural products
like cocoa,coffee,cotton,rubber,bananas, grains,roots starches, oil-seed, timber,livestock.
Morethan 8.083 million makes up its labour force.
Interms of industries, it has petroleum production,refineries, aluminium
production, food processing factories, production of light consumer goods,
textiles,lumber and the reparation of ships. The natural resources of Cameroon includes
the following: petroleum,bauxites, iron ore, timber and hydropower.
Its exportation inlcude goods like crude oil, petroleum products, lumber, cocoa
beans, aluminium,coffee and cotton. The country also import goods and services like
machineries,electrical appliances, fuel,food, transportation equipment and its major
trading partners are Italy, Spain,United Kingdom,France,United States of America, South
Korea, Netherlands, Nigeria, Belgium, China, Germany, and Turkey.
(www.factmonster.com/ipka/A0107382.html,p:2).
Although corruption is prevalent in the country, the extension of
oil,timber,coffee exportation has help to increase the economy, while environmental
degradation is still an area of concern.
1.2 Statement of the Problem
From the above mentioned historical facts about Denmark and Cameroon,inspite
of the fact that much has been said and written on the Danish greencard scheme and why
it was implemented,as well as its influences in the globalisation process,there still exist a
lot of lapses on its effects in Denmark nd Cameroon.
This project report work is limited only to Denmark and Cameroon.This is
because Denmark is a developed nation, whose system of ruling is based on the welfare
system and it is a prosperous state due to its high rate of employment with well paid
salarised earnings or income.
Unlike Cameroon, which is a developing country or state with its diverse nature
of different ethnic groups,languages such as french,English,pidgin english and different
vernaculars that is more than 200, as well as its cultural practices,values and custom.
Whereas,other African countries like Nigeria has unique languages such as
English,Yoruba,Igbo,Hausa and Edo,that makes it complex and difficult for this project
report work. Therefore, these uniqueness of Cameroon is what makes it outstanding for
this project.
1.2 Research Questions:
These include the general research question and the specific research
questions,the questions are seen below:
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1.3.1  General Research Question:
Why did Denmark implement the greencard scheme?
1.3.2  Specific Research Question:
How has the implementation of the greencard scheme affected Denmark and
Cameroon?
1.4  Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study is to know if the greencard scheme has an effect in
Denmark and Cameroon.
-Does the greencard scheme affects the socio-economic spheres of Denmark and
Cameroon.
1.5 Relevance of the Study
This project work will be significant or relevant to the following:
-It will help teachers,lecturers to be aware of the reasons for Denmark’s implementation
of the greencard scheme and its effects in schools(educational system) and the
globalisation processes. This will give them a better understanding of the effects it has on
these nations.
The study will be relevant to members of the communities and the state or legal
system because it will create an awareness about the ills or effects of the greencard
scheme. As a result of this,they will be able to acquire more knowledge and insight on the
various effects of the greencard scheme in these countries. Members of the
communities,state and legal system will be able to work together with other stakeholders
like teachers,Non Governmental Organisations,activist groups,so that they will be able to
solve these problems faced in the globalisation process.
Moreover,the study is also relevant to educational authorities because it will
provide some facts,relevant literature on the greencard scheme etcs,which will or may be
used as the platform for future research project work reports while sensitising them on the
effects of the greencard scheme in the globalisation processes.
1.6. The Limitations of the Problem(Study)
The Project work or research was not an easy task for me to carry out the
findings due to some difficulties encountered.Time and lack of laptop(My laptop got bad
at the beginning of the Spring 2013 semester and i could not buy a new one because of
financial but had to wait for it to be repared by the company or shop where i did buy it
last year) constraint constituted the major problems.
Also,the issue of insufficient time due to the congested nature of my school
timetable this semester and the fact that i work full time while studying so that i can raise
my school fees was another problem.
Moreover,there was also the issue of limited materials in the libraries and the late
arrival of the mandatory textbooks to be used,did also go along way to affect the quality
of this work.
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1.7. Brief Definition of Significant Concepts.
1) Implement: means to make something which has been decided officially to
start happening or used.
2) Greencard is a document which allows someone from another
country(Cameroon or Denmark) to live and work in another country(Denmark)
legally.
3) Modern-day is used to explain a modern form of something,somebody which
is usually bad,unpleasant which existed some years back.
4) Colonialism is the practice through which a powerful country or countries gain
control over another country.
5) Colonize: To be colonized means that you live or grow in large numbers in a
given or particular area.
6) Effects: is the change that something has caused in somebody else.These effects
are either long term or short term.
7) Scheme: a plan or way of getting something else for yourself,most especially
one which requires and involve cheating people.
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CHAPTER TWO
ANALYSIS BASED ON LITERATURE
The chapter reviews or analyses some literatures based on what some
authors have written based on the topic under study.The significant
literature to this study will review, analyse the greencard
scheme,modernity,slavery and colonialism.
Introduction
According to Hahonou,(2009:152) acessing village space,space of
sovereignty was done through sex,age, social status determination rather than the
egalitarian principles during the pre-colonial era. Colonialism did change pre-existing
ways of ruling and inspite of various changes in leadership,women,men especially the
young and slave descendants stil remain marginalised.
2.I  : The Danish Greencard Scheme.
For you to have the Danish greencard scheme,you have to earn a minimum point of
100 and these points are given in the following area:
-Educational Level
The levels of education in the world are not the same even if they have thesame
titles.Thus,the Danish Agency for Labour Retention and International Recruitment is the
one to decide if your educational level needs to be assessed by the Danish Agency for
Universities or not, and colour copies of all your educational certificates are needed by
the Danish Agency for Universities and Internationalisation to assess your educational
level.
The points for the educational levels are as follows:
1) Bachelor Degree or Graduated from medium-length education- 30 Points
2) Bachelor degree accompanied by a on-year Master degree- 50 points
3) Master degree- 60 points
4) PhD – 80ponts, additional points will be to those who graduated from
internationally recognised universities,based on its international-world ranking
criteria:
-The 1st top 100 Universities- 15 points
-The  Top 200 Universities - 10 points
-The   Top 400 Universities - 5 points, and if your educational carrier or field
qualifies you to work in a qualified professional fields in Denmark where there is
shortage of workers,you will earn an additional 10 points for that based on the
completion of your studies.
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Also, it should be noted that there is a special scheme for students with
higher educational schemes, as well as a special version of the greencard scheme for
students who studied and finished their studies in Denmark.
2) Language Skills
The language skill is given based on the points earned in the various levels of
the Danish language Test of level 1,2,3, as well as the Danish study test and these test
levels are as follows,
Prøve i Dansk 1 = 5 points
Prøve i Dansk 2 = 10 points
Prøve i Dansk 3 = 15 points
Danish Study Test as a second language-Studieprøven =20 points. Only 30 points
can be earned in the language skills.
3) Work Experience
The points are given based on the number of years that you have worked in
the last 5 years, as a researcher or a qualified professional and for other work
experience, with a maximum of 15 points
1-2 years work experience as a researcher or professional in the Positive List in the
last 5years =10 points
3-5 years work experience as a researcher or professional in the Positive List in the
last 5 years =15 points
3-5 years work experience in the last 5 years and others = 5 points
4)  Adaptability
Points are given under this section based on your education or work
attachment in the European Union Country including Denmark because it is
considered to be a fast,easy way of enhancing your adaptation in the Danish labour
force market. A maximum of 15 points is what you earn in this section.
-Completed 1year study at a high education programme in a European Union Country
or Switzerland = 5 Points
-Completed 3 years study in a higher education course in a European Union Country
or Switzerland = 10 Points
-One full year of legal residence and work in a European Union Country or
Switzwerland = 10 Points
- 2 Consecutive years of legal residence,work in a European Union Country or
Switzerland = 10 points
5) Age
In the age category,you earn the points based on your age and only a maximum
of  15 points is given.
1) if you belong in this age range from 35 years to 40 years,you be given : 10 points
2) if you belong to this age range from 34 years old and younger, you will be
given:15 points.
In conclusion, your spouse,registered or cohabiting partner including your
children under the age of 18 that are living with you are also qualify for the resident
permits if the principal applicant holds a residence permit under the greencard scheme
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and they have to live in thesame address in Denmark,have the right to work full time
for the period,time,years that his or her permit is valid. It is mandatory to have the full
health insurance coverage,as well as that of your accompanying family members, till
when you and your family members are covered by the Danish National Health
Insurance and you have to proof that you are capable of financing your stay in
Denmark during the 1st year and these documentations could be your current bank
statement,stating the currency,date that the statement was given.
Furthermore,you are not suppose to receive or collect any public help based
on the terms of  the Active Social Policy Act( Lov om aktiv socialpolitik).An
application fee of 6.375DKKR (856 Euro) is to be paid by the principal applicant
while the accompanying spouse pays the sum of 2,060DKKR (277 Euro).(http://
www.nyidanmark.dk/en-us/coming_to_dk/work/greencard-scheme/greencard-
scheme...)
2.2 :  Modernity
Using the ethnograpic approach, modernity involves 2 elements and these
elements are the theory of modernity and the descriptive ethnography. The concept of
modernity is a type of goad to academic and connote important and crucial issues,as well
as other issues which needs to be discussed and solved.
The anxieties  derived from the opposite desires for the complete explanation on
one side and the actual concern with urgent problems on the other hand are good
examples of the conditions of the characteristics of  the experience in modernity. From
the discipline of material culture,ethnography, there is always an inconvenient way when
discussing modernity with the idea of ´´ unprecedented’’. The history of anthropology
contains a legacy that did help in the construction of creatures in the area of civilisation
like the primitive,unchanging,immutable and the unmodern, which was then used by the
colonial masters or countries to show themselves as instruments of change in progressive
humanity or by declaring noble savages as gifts of a purity. (Miller,1997:59)
Modernity does not borrow the requirement that it takes to orientation from  the
methods used by other epoch and so,it needs to form its normativity from itself because
modernity forces some novel while putting the load on mankind to forge the rules,ways
to live while knowing what to do. Europe has in some aspects tried to ground the
literature of modernity in the live experiences of a population.( Miller,1997).
Also,the issue(modernity) came up as a result of the need to reconcile and solve
the differences in modernity. The alternative theory agreed that contradiction was
intrinsic. According to Simmel,(1978) whose attention was on the demonstration of these
contradictions,modernisation could be seen in the needs for abstraction through which
money is used for pure exchange because it gives or leads to freedom from culture, the
ability to manipulate creative relationships within the previously shared areas of value.
Meanwhile,it imperatively leads to the opposing wish of retaining a particular value of
certain things in life which were given due to the revolt of abstraction and relativism. He
confirms the outcomes of these contradiction and the continuous negative and positive
efects to the developments in modernity.(Miller,1997:65).
Additionally, some anthropologists baulked at the issue of certain trajectory of
intellectual ideas within a particular era in the history of Europe which became general in
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the historical globalisation from modern societies into pre-moderned. Some
ethnographers and historians have exposed similar interest in the characteristics of
legitimacy,the re-occurance of culture during different era and locations, the unforeseen
nature of modernity and the extend to which they are prefigured, coincided with the
recently hurrifying changes in the world atlarge considering the
industrial,scientific,communication  changes(revolution)in the
past(2)centuries.Therefore,the idea about self-knowledged of being modern comes from
the rupture of the present and the past through a new short consciouness,promoted by the
changes in our productive,communication skills(Miller,1997:65-66). Thus, it is as a result
of these changes(revolution) that one turns to find out why Denmark implemented the
greencard scheme.
The resulting Features of Modernity
The idea of the spirit of modernisation is usually articulated by capitalism and
modernism. According to Marx, capitalism is a dangerous force that takes away
traditional social context and relationship that keeps us in an individual world as workers
and consumers. In arts,modernity is seen as a handmaiden,critic of change and a
movement.
Another aspect of the classic characteristics of modernity is the view point of
Durkheim. Durkheim says that the issue is the end of customs,´´a reflective treatment’’
that has loss its ´´quasi-natural status’’and as morality shows up as an artifice but
essentially to sociality,modernity is then posed as an issue. Actually, Weber can be
included with his idea of the issue of  concretising rationality in
bureaucracy,abstraction,capitalism as well as the dangers of rationalisation ´´as an iron
cage’’,in modernity,the ability to put in relevance in personal events,encounters are
usually mocked by the sheer massiveness and differences in the world atlarge.
(Miller,1997)
Space and Time. These differences has being established based on the20th
century’s transport and communication development descriptions,which is concluded as
the compression of space and time because everything has become very urgent. In human
geography,sociology etcs,it plays a major role in the features of modernity,represents the
improvement of others activities done on the experience of urban life.These authors try to
join the experience aspects of the recent situation to that of the new shapes acquired by
the relations of power,problems of control.
Actually, a steady way to construct a sense of identity is undermine by the
dynamics of our moderned world. This stabilisation ´´of division of labour’’ occurs
because of the industrial,communication revolutions and identity is not easily
implemented compare to customary labour niches. The rapid growth in material culture,
the subservience and tansience to fashion helps to anchore identity in possessions,visual
enviroment. A good example of the effects of identity of the growing relevance of
creolisation is that: when many inhabitants stay in a migrant status or have a complex
ancestry,the state where they live is being challenged and the increase in their society is
set against promoting awareness in the masses including the homogeneity of  globalised
societies.(Miller 1997:71)
Additionally, these differences in the aimed conditions of life is used as a tool to
produce different kinds of unprecedented  subjectivity. For example, the traditional
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wishes for pleasure,new goods are distributed through the consequences of  romantic
movements via differente ways of  unsatisfiable need for recent experiences and restless
unacceptable inability of the objects to meet up with the expectations. The recent
elements of subjectivity stresses on reflexivity, the problem of doubt,risk, trust in
building of relationships including the aspect of sorting out important implications in the
area of plural possibilities of lifestyles.(Miller,1997:71-72)
The next characteristics of modernity is the disenchantment of the world. The
increase in abstraction,social order and images is base on abstract rationalisation. It has 2
ways of its objectification and they are money,bureaucracy and the
specificity,particularity of both are decreased to actually ensure commensurability, they
are held due to the relevance of recent ways of being efficient,equal. Disenchantement is
the lost of the qualitative, that connotates the increase in the secular communities and fall
in the metaphoric images. Inorder to know that the modern has being replaced with the
new pluralistic post-modern,it is centered on fundamental changes in political
economy(like that of Denmark). Re-enchantment could be seen more in the area of
commerce,consumption. The nature of commodity is seen as a recent magical system that
is connected with lifestyle concepts that can not be reduced to the recently abstracted
rationalities.(Miller 1997:72-75)
To conclude, works in modernity is considered to be stable based on the
consequences on the different changes,either in the area of separated
transcience,dominated techno-rationality,which is the sense of alienisation(alienation is
the most important aspect of modern conditions). According to Durkheim,(1999)
urbanisation has attained a level of satifaction that it now leads to suburbanisation
because of the increase in the need to live in neighbourhoods with green spaces,breath of
country air. While the suburbs becomes full,rich and prosperous citizens have become ex-
urbans because they have colonized the villages,small states in the country sides around
commuting in their jobsides in the cities. With the help of the industrial
decentralisation,depopulation of some states,cities, while old manufacturing industries
are declining,new serviced industries are have relocated from the suburbs and small cities
because since the period of industrialization,the population of the countrysides have
increased. Thus,suburbanisation,exurbanisation does not mean deurbanisation. Instead,it
has led to the wide spread of urban life,migration(immigration) in a big area and are just
the replacement and urban densities in big area and regions of the
country.(Durkheim,1999)
-Trust or Calculatibility is what a modern day man believes in. The modern man believes
that this world can be calculated, depend on other people,institutions around him to
supply their needs,meet their obligations and responsibilities.So,they belief in a lawful
world under human control.( Waters,1999:99)
2.3 : Slavery
Introduction
The term global governance is not a global government,single world order,top-
down,hierarchical structure of authorities. It is a collection of many-levels of governance-
related activities,laws,mechanism,formal,informal,private,pulic that are in today’s world
and it is seen as pieces of global governance.(Karns et al,2010)
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These pieces of global governance are the arrangements of  cooperative problem
solving,activities,things which states different actors that are put in places to deal with
various things and problem (Karns et al,2010)
Also,constructivist approaches focus on identities,interest and how they change.
They belief that ideas,values,norms,shared believes matters which individuals talk about
the shape of world practices that humans can change the world through changing ideas
which portray how identities,interest of actors are socially constructed.(Karns et al,2010)
Thinking about the structure of global politics,is a complex of relationships among
diverse authorities,fulfilling different work load while relying on each other for the
results or outcomes and this is a stark leave from the dreamed world of many ball-like
cities, a well structured state of  analysis which have suppressed the international
relations theorizing. Around the 1980’s, the theories were developed but the changes in
the structures in the last centuries had empowered new actors in the recent methods or
ways regardless of the utility of the consumptions,globalization, privitization or
deregulation revolution,new technologies, end of the Cold War are 4 of the changes that
has being very important.(Avant et al,2010:4)
Based on the above,it will be good to have a look at some of these structural
changes because they will help us to know,who governs the globe and how(Denmark).
Structural Changes include:
Globalisation
The concept of globalisation means the compression of the world,intensification of
being conscious about the world as a whole. This processes,actions that the concepts of
globalization are proceeding with interruption for years,the nature of
modernity,globalization refers to present developments and globalization is not linked to
conceived modernity. Thus,government are required to liberate their employment policies
and are required to cancel the collectivized utilities of the welfare states(like Denmark)
via privitization.(O’Byrne and Hensby,2011)
The term globalization or moving away in the spatial reach of social
actions,organisation through the inter-regional, global scale and intercontinental has
undermined the communication within the social action,territories covered by nation
borders.
Globalisation is always linked to global economy and it extends beyond
economic problems,environmental problems like global warmig,climate
change,poverty,corruption,employment,has brought the fates of  people around the world
together. The issue of the rights of human beings now serves as the platform that
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connects people around and across the world socially,as well as millitary
intervention.(Avant,2010:4-5)
Additionally, Thatcher and Reagen-Led  deregulation,privatization revolution
theory is what led to the changes in these relationship within the nation and the social
authorities. Around the 1980’s, nations which led by stronger states started cutting down
economic actors from the control of nations inorder to increase the economic
performance. So,state owned businesses,functions were then sold to private actors and it
made the role played by private actors in finance policies like municipal
services,security,education to be included in the nation’s responsibility because these
believes in the economic markets caused the nation to loss its regulations in economic
activities but promoted the social activities,which has promoted the part played by
nonstate actors across the the world in the social,economic,security aspects eventhough
the global economic growth rate has increased in the last 25years,some nations abilities to
adjustment has reduced while those of nonstate actors have increasd rapidly.(Avant et
al,2010).
2) New Technologies:
The term new technologies help to easy globalisation by facilitating
communication,population growth,exchange of ideas. Thess information technologies
like the internet,cell phones, global media,air travel especially on the capacity of the state
relative to global actors and are essential requirements in global business like the Danish
greencards scheme.(Avant et al,2010)
3) The Poverty of Statism and Functionalism
This gives only small assistance in understanding variation in the real
governance that is going on in the world, very little fraction of  global governance things
involve state representation negotiation with each other. Policymakers, participants in
governance are really diverse due to the trendas in
globalization,deregulation,privatisation,changes in technologies that has empowered non-
state actors. The method is contested while political rather than the suggestion of the
functionalist,the functionalist assumption does not explain the variation in global
governance and global needs actually promotes the arrangement of governance on global
problems,governance mechanism and when governance exists,the theory of functionalism
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says little about prevailing arrangements and those who needs need to be met. The global
governance does not occur normally via unique equilibrium.(Avant et al,2010)
It should be noted that,inequality is a global phenomenon not only in the sense of
its various types that is found in all societies,also as a result of its wide,increasing
rate.Inequality is clearly seen,demonstrated/portrayed at the provincial,regional,national
and globalised/world wide level.Thus,globalisation is an unequal process(Cohen and
Kennedy;2007).
Albow(1990:9),defines globalization as the ways via which human beings in the
world are grouped/joined into one society or the world atlarge(global).There are 6 stages
of globalisation that is,for something to be seen as globalised,it needs to undergo the
various ways:
1) Change of concepts of space and time
2) High rate of its cultural interactions
3) Thesame problem is being faced by everyone all over the world-Commonality of
troubles
4) Increase in the interrelationship as well as interdependence of the world’s inhabitants
5) A fast and easy way of adding stroger and more useful ´transnational’ leaders as well
as associations and the involvement of  the diverse and different ways of
globalization(Cohen and Kennedy 2007:45).
Robertson(1938),says globalisation is not an issue of modernisation,but has being
progressing for years.He goes further by identifying 5 stages and these stages are as
follows:
-1400 : late medieval period
-1960’s : the uncertainty stage
-Acceleration of technological changes,
-Increase in global actors.Social movement and the enlightenment of global
consciousness,and that globalisation does not imply that the society and the inhabitants as
well as the asserts,properties should be destroyed(Cohen and Kennedy 2007:51).
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2.4. Colonialism
Historians have diverted from the term colonialism due to its myraid
facets.Around the year 1500-1920,most of the places in the world became under the
nominal control of europeans including all of Africa. Colonialism must be seen from all
angles including perpetrators and victims,colonial politics reference work,calls
colonialism the politics of a state aimed at the acquisition of extension of possessions,so
colonization is a phenomenon of colonial vagueness.(Osterhammel et al,2005)
Forms of Extension in History
Colonisation refers to a process of territorial acquisition,colony as a particular type
of social,political organisation,colonialism as a system of domination and this operates in
different ways.(Osterhammel et al, 2005)
1) Total Migration of the Entire Societies and Population
So many human beings live in places which do not need a mobile life like
hunters,nomadics,who always leave their original settlements excluding their parental
societies. This extensions usually include military conquest,subjugation suppression of
peoples in given areas.It has different causes like overpopulation,pressures from
neighbours,ecological bottlenecks,ethnic religious persecution,enticements by rich
centers of civilisation and the movement of people in the 19th-20th centuries were
rare,the repatration of people,forced resttlements under stalinism around 1940’s were
seen as special cases.(Osterhammel et al,2005)
2) Mass Individual Movements(Migration): Families,individuals,groups
actually leave their countries or home land to other countries primarily for economic
reasons and do not wish to go back.On the contrary,in migration the community where
they come from remain structurally inorder while individual movement occur as second
state on the expansion process within established political,world economic
structures.Emigrants have not created new colonies and are easily intergrated in the
multi-ethnic societies. This extension of these migrants are voluntary and force is the
variable of this category due to transatlantic emigration of Europeans to the new
world,the other settlement colonies of the British empire around the 19th-20th
centuries,forced African immigrants to America,Europe as a result of the slave
trade.(Osterhammel et al, 2005)
3) Border Colonization implies the extensive creation of land for human
usage,pulling the frontier to the wilderness based on agricultural objectives,purposes,get
natural resources and such colonization needs settlement in terms of economy,the
combination of mobile production,factors of  work,capital which have natural resources
are joined in specific areas. The founding of colonies as separate political entities
including this kind of colonization because it occurs in the perimeter of existing
settlement areas. The industrial technologies,railways or roads greatly promoted the range
of colonization,ecological destructive effects while strengthening the role of the
state.(Osterhammel et al,2005)
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4)Overseas Settlement Colonialism.This kind of border colonialism did appear in
the colonization movements of pheonics(just like the Cameroonians today in
Denmark).This involves the development of settlement off-shoots above the sea where
there is the need of little display of military power. The area of the settlers,natives were
different,separated territorially and socially.(Osterhammel et al,2005)
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CHAPTER THREE
Research Design Methodology
Chapter three deals with the methods and relevant techniques
which are used to collect information on this study.This will be
discussed under the following sub-headings:Research design,population
of the study,sample size and sampling technique,description of research
instrument,validation of research instrument,administration of research
instrument and method of data analysis.
3.1 Research Design
Qualitative Research methods.The qualitative research method focuses more
narrowly non-numeric information.It is the actual type of data collection that is collected
based on field work,it turns to give results in the form of text, the inclusion or
involvement of the active population,contextually and the researcher turns to use the
inductive methods,which involves the ethnographic techniques like participatory
observation method,participatory instruments,questionaires,interviews,analysis of the oral
data,documented sources that can be seen.
3.2 Population of the Study
The target population of this study consists of male and female within
Denmark.The accessible population is made up of male and females of the following
towns or cities.
-Male and Female Camerooni in Copenhagen.
3.3. Sample Size and Sampling Technique
3.3.1  Sample Size
A sample size is a representative proportion of a population selected from the
original population. The sample, of this study comprises of male and females from the
selected city which makes up the accessible population.
3.3.2. Sampling Technique
A sampling technique is a procedure used in choosing the sample from a specific
population using a defined procedure.
3.4. Description of Research Instrument
The research instrument used for collecting data in this study is or will be the
questionnaire,addressed to men and women,as well as interview.
The questionnaire comprises of open-ended and closed-ended questions.
3.5 Validation of Research Instrument
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The validation of the research instrument was done by constructing the research
instrument. Few copies of the questionaires were administered to some Camerooni
migrants in Copenhagen and they had no difficulties in understanding and responding to
the questions.Thus,content validity was ensured.
3.6 Administration of Research Instrument
After constructing and validating the research instruments,the questionnaires were
then given to the various migrants concerned.
Report on Returned Rate of Questionnaire
No. Of Camerooni Migrants       =   6
No.of questionnaires distributed =   6
No of questionnaires Returned  =   6
Percentage                                   = 100%
3.7 Method of Data Analysis
The method used in analysing the data is the descriptive statistics to draw
conclusions. That is, sample tables are drawn and percentages are calculated based on the
questions from the questionnaire.
With the help of dominant tendencies presented,conclusions are drawn with
regards to the opinions of respondents on the issues raised.
This was done using the formula;
Observed Frequency X 100
Expected Frequency 1
CHAPTER FOUR
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PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
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